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US FMC PROPOSES NEW DEMURRAGE AND DETENTION BILLING REQUIREMENTS
The US Federal Maritime Commission
(FMC) is proposing a new rule that
seeks to bring more clarity, structure
and punctuality to the demurrage and
detention billing practices of vessel
operating common carriers (VOCCs),
non-vessel-operating common carriers
(NVOCCs) and marine terminal
operators (MTOs).

Link Below

If the proposed rule is adopted,
VOCCs, NVOCCs and MTOs will be
permitted to issue bills for
demurrage or detention only to
parties with which they have a
contractual relationship, and will
be required to be clear regarding
the nature of the charges, issue
invoices within 30 days after the
charges stop accruing, and
provide 30 days to dispute the
charges with clear information
about how charges should be
disputed.
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HSBC BRINGS FORWARD ITS TROUGH
SCENARIO FOR CONTAINER SHIPPING
Banking major HSBC has brought forward its
trough scenario for container shipping given the
extreme speed with which the sector’s fortunes
have declined in recent months.
At the current pace where spot rates are
plummeting by 7.5% every week, freight rates
may hit 2019 levels by the end of this year, HSBC
is now forecasting, a level where the bank
expects capacity discipline to meaningfully
emerge, especially when rates go below cash
costs.
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PORT LEADERS TO MEET AMID RAPIDLY
CHANGING ENVIRONMENT
Uncertainty over labor negotiations at West Coast
ports and East Coast facilities seeing a surge in
business are just two signs port industry leaders
see in a rapidly changing environment.
Now, more than 2½ years into the COVID-19
pandemic, and with the economy showing signs of
slowing, industry experts say they are confident
that their facilities can handle almost any situation
because they have endured some of the most
challenging conditions in the last fifty or more
years.

GLOBAL TRADE AT THE CROSSROADS: RISKS
FROM GEOPOLITICS, INFLATION LOOM
There’s an old Chinese curse that goes: “May
you live in interesting times.” These are
interesting times indeed for the global
supply chains. The pandemic effect may be
winding down, but importers and supply
chain planners looking to 2023 are cursed
with enormous uncertainties and threats, as
well as costs rising on multiple fronts.
U.S. importers remain heavily reliant on
Chinese producers and the relationship...
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ASF GLOBAL + GNOSIS FREIGHT
Stay informed and up-to-date with your shipments
utilizing customizable Gnotifications; receive batch
updates for new bookings, vessel ETA changes, or
new containers arriving at port.
Set alerts for new bookings, ETA changes, container
arrivals, approaching last free days, etc.
Customize your Gnotifications to be alerted as
much, or as little, as you prefer.
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WHATS NEW AT ASF GLOBAL

ASF DISTRIBUTION CENTERS
Virtually no company has been able to avoid the
post-COVID supply chain chaos. Vessel ETAs are
often unpredictable, backordering product and
impacting your company’s bottom line. Although
there’s not one “fix-all” solution, there are
purchasing and inventory strategies that can help
keep your operations running smoothly.
ASF Global is helping new and existing customers
improve their distribution efficiency by exploring
the world of modern distribution centers.
For years, warehouses had only been large storage
facilities where product was received, racked, then
pulled. Nowadays, modern distribution warehouses
utilize mixed PO pulls, order fulfilment, packaging,
and transportation services to meet the needs of
their customers.

ASF Global has partnerships with a
nationwide network of warehouses and
transportation fleets to fit the needs of each
customer.
Managing and staffing a warehouse or
distribution center is not easy. Let ASF help
you focus on what you do best, serving your
customers, while we handle the rest.
Reach out today to Cameron Segal at
csegal@asfglobal.net for more information
on this.
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Upcoming Events
Where you can find us

High Point Market
Oct. 22-26

874 Walt Miller St, Mt Pleasant, SC 29464
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